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With people staying at home more, the bathroom is of equal importance as 
any other space in the home. 

Araw't Gabi highlights the importance of the bathroom in how we go about 
our day. It's what starts and ends it--from the first toothbrush in the morning 
to the relaxing warm shower before bed. This design revolves around four 
key factors: efficient use of space, innovative design, energy-saving 
features and comfort. This creates a new standard of living for the 21st 
century family. Even with limited space, Araw't Gabi ensures that its users 
are able to be their best everyday while keeping energy wastage at a 
minimum.



[From top to bottom, left to right]

Floor plan (not to scale),
Front elevation,
Rear elevation,
Left elevation,
Right elevation

Height of the bathroom:
2600mm



Early morning.

You are greeted by the warm 
glow of the morning sun that 
illuminates the bathroom.

As opposed to the usual set-up 
where the bathrooms don’t get 
natural sunlight, this one does. 
It faces outwards onto the 
skyline because I believe the 
bathroom must be given this 
luxury as well. It also prevents 
any mold buildup.

There is cove lighting above to 
create a nice ambiance.



Noon.

A nice cold bath to freshen up 
within the day.

The bathroom features the 
Signature Exposed Bath & 
Shower Mixer which gently yet 
effectively cleans. It saves 
water using this technology.

There is a recessed portion in 
the wall to store soaps, 
shampoos etc.

The shower door and divider 
are a tinted glass to create a 
visual separation between 
spaces yet not block the light 
from coming in. 



Late afternoon.

As the day starts to end, it’s 
always nice to wind down.

The Acacia SupaSleek has 
water-saving technologies and 
is space saving. The mix of 
different materials like wood, 
stone and tiles gives the 
comfort room a minimalist 
feeling. 



Nighttime.

Before going to bed, you 
freshen up by the sink and 
think about how the day went.

The lighting in the bathroom 
were strategically placed to 
emanate a cozy ambiance.



The following are isometric 
drawings of the design.



The following features were given 
much thought and consideration to 
as they would strengthen the overall 
functionality of the bathroom. A more 
comprehensive explanation of each 
feature is in the design story

[From top to bottom, left to right]

I. Sliding door
II. a. Sleek pull-out storage 

units. Beside it is a 
multifunctional vanity 
mirror 

III. Hidden washing machine 
IV. “Psychological timba” 

which contains a set 
volume of water that 
decreases as people use 
the bathroom



Wood plank

Stone tiles

Terrazzo tiles

Tinted glass

Plywood



Acacia SupaSleek Wall-Hung Toilet
Wall-Hung
CL31197-6DACTPTB

Acacia SupaSleek Vessel 600mm Single-Hole
Vessel with Deck (1-Hole)
CCASF420-1010411F0

Acacia Evolution Basin Mixer
Mixer
FFAS1301-101500BF0

Signature Exposed Bath & Shower Mixer With 
Rainshower Kit Exposed Bath & Shower Mixer 
with Shower Kit
FFAS1772-701500BC0


